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Subscribe to our free social sector news and jobs services!
Stay informed with Australia's number 1 resource for the social sector.
	Breaking national NFP news
	Jobs and career opportunities
	Conferences and events from across Australia

Plus: Sign up today and receive a FREE copy of our Executive Webinar: Government Relations for Not for Profits - A Tactical Approach.
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   Pro Bono Resources | Sector specific professional tools & webinar updates. Sent once a week. Get notifications on the latest webinar topics, as well as other Pro Bono Australia professional development resources.
   Subscriber Offers | Exclusive sector content from our supporting partners. Sent once a month. 
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Changemaker

  General  •  Ed Krutsch
Finding creative solutions to combat homelessness
General
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  Blog  •  Danielle Kutchel
Salary Survey reveals stats on performance reviews
Blog
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  Blog  •  Danielle Kutchel
Why should you buy the 2023 Pro Bono Australia Salary Survey
Blog
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Opinion

  General  •  Staff Reporter
 Karen Mahlab AM farewells Pro Bono News
Watch this video with our founder and publisher Karen Mahlab AM as she reflects on the legacy of Pro Bono News.
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  Blog  •  Danielle Kutchel
 Salary Survey 2023 reveals board secrets
How much work do for-purpose boards do? The results of the 2023 Salary Survey shed some light.
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  Blog  •  Danielle Kutchel
 How to attract the best talent
In today’s tight employment market, it’s crucial for hiring managers to understand how they can find the best people to take their organisation and its purpose forward.
Committed, engaged staff are key to the success of any business. E
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  Good Business   •                 Doug Taylor
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Opinion
Losing this platform says something about the limited profile of our sector and our collective lack of appreciation for the importance of our work.


 Read Article 
 


  Government   •                 Neil Pharaoh
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Opinion
With Pro Bono News ending and almost wall to wall Labor governments ,what comes next for my engagement with government?


 Read Article 
 


 





Make Impact core to your Career
 If you're passionate about doing good, find your dream role on Australia's most respected for-purpose jobs board.

 View the jobs board

Charity & NFPs
View all
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  Charity & NFP, Opinion   • Kevin Robbie
 Improving your social impact reporting



 Salary Survey reveals pay rises across the board



Sponsored
 Think Strategy: Think Impact



 Helping the small guys have a big impact



 Following in one charity’s AI-powered footsteps




Sponsored
 Think service design: Think Impact



 Featured
 Supporting young people in the digital world



 Opinion
 Preparing the NFP sector for Privacy Act and cybersecurity reforms



Sponsored
 Passing the Message Stick research - early insights 







Good Business
View all 


 Importance of work flexibility



 Opinion
 Saying goodbye to a platform of our own



 Looking to the future of shared value



 Opinion
 Balancing the tension of social purpose and commercial viability




 Checking in with Hepburn Energy



 Social enterprise sector failing Indigenous businesses



 Using community power to drive EV uptake



 Opinion
 What are ESG communications?
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  Blog   •  Danielle Kutchel
 How to attract the best talent






Philanthropy & Giving
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  Philanthropy & giving   •  Ruby Kraner-Tucci
 Have your say on the future of philanthropy


Sponsored
 Demonstrating your impact: the pathway to secure untied grant funds



 How philanthropy can drive innovation



 “It's not just looking at women”: Expanding the gender lens



 Inaugural US$25m food insecurity challenge




Social Issues
View all 
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  Social Issues   • Danielle Kutchel
 ‘A really big wake up call’: documenting the experiences of LGBTQIA+ refugees


 Breaking the silence of miscarriage



 More than just mats: opening the beach to people with disability



 Moving towards cultural safety for Aboriginal children with disability



 How much would it cost to end homelessness? We’ve got the answer.




Responsible Investing
View all 
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  Responsible Investing   •  Contributor
 The 7th Impact Investment Summit is focused on Mainstreaming Impact. It’s Time!


 Opinion
 As long as it takes ...



 “It's not just looking at women”: Expanding the gender lens



 Opinion
 This month in ESG: Shell, plants over meat and sustainable fuel for helicopters



 Opinion
 Is ESG integration on the rise?





 Government
View all
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Opinion

  Government   • Neil Pharaoh
 What next on government engagement?



 Opinion
 Embedding gender equity in government engagement



 Businesses on notice as ACCC sweeps covers off greenwashing



 ASIC launches first greenwashing court action



 Exclusive: National peak points members to FIA code over proposed govt principles




 Exclusive: Parliamentary Friends of Charities reveals priorities for the year



 Fundraising changes welcomed, questions remain over practicalities



 Fundraising rules to be harmonised nationally



 Opinion
 Lidia Thorpe quits Greens, going to crossbench to promote ‘Blak Sovereign Movement’










Are you paying or being paid fairly?
 Get the NFP sectors most trusted and largest remuneration report. 


 Access the Salary Survey
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   Charity & NFP 

Sponsored • Kevin Robbie
Think Strategy: Think Impact
There’s a new tool in the strategy toolbox for for-purpose organisations. Impact-led design (ILD) unlocks a different way to develop your strategy t
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   Charity & NFP 

Sponsored • Kevin Robbie
Think service design: Think Impact
When thinking about service design it is important to think about impact. Whether you are designing a new service or improving an existing one, the im
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   Charity & NFP 

Sponsored • Contributor
Passing the Message Stick research - early insights 
This year will be a defining moment for First Nations advocacy, as the window opens to shift public discourse and lay the foundations for transformati
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   Philanthropy & giving 

Sponsored • Jo Garner
Demonstrating your impact: the pathway to secure untied grant funds
Strategic Grants director Jo Garner shares learnings from a conversation she had with Naomi Lehrer, philanthropy manager at RFDS VIC, about the import
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   Charity & NFP 

Sponsored • Maz Nabavi
Your essential guide to a successful NDIS Internal Audit
LMS TRG's technical manager, Maz Nabavi, provides guidance on effectively conducting NDIS Internal Audits and leads you through the process to ensure
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   Charity & NFP 

Sponsored • Contributor
Practical evaluation for greater impact
Evaluation doesn’t always need to be left to “the experts”: anyone can use it to boost the impact of their work, write Kate Randall and Mark Pla
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   Responsible Investing 

Sponsored • Contributor
The 7th Impact Investment Summit is focused on Mainstreaming Impact. It’s Time!
The topic of the upcoming Sydney conference is how shifting capital can be a force for good. 
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   Good Business 

Sponsored • Contributor
SEVENTEENx ready for this week’s event
Event on March 9 in Melbourne will bring together a range of speakers to address the issue related to the sustainable development goals.
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   Charity & NFP 

Sponsored • Hannah Janetzki
The winning combination of earned media and government relations for NFPs
Hannah Janetzki explains why not for profits shouldn’t underestimate an integrated communications and government engagement strategy in 2023. 








Frequently Asked Questions

 What’s happening to Pro Bono News?

On 4 April 2023, Pro Bono Australia will stop publishing News and Good Business editions. 
Find out more on our About Us page. 
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We’re not your average jobs board
Get the latest purpose-driven job opportunities, educational resources, and career advice delivered straight to your inbox.
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 News, careers and resources for the common good
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	Privacy
	Community guidelines
	Editorial policies
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Read the latest news, opinion and analysis from Pro Bono News, the number one news outlet for Australia’s social economy.
 In the spirit of reconciliation Pro Bono Australia acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of country throughout Australia and their connections to land, sea and community. We pay our respect to their Elders past and present and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples today.
Read the latest news, opinion and analysis from Pro Bono News, the number one news outlet for Australia’s social economy.
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